
Disclaimer: The temporary system program is for non-critical applications such as temporary bathrooms and hose bibs. VC Systems 
is not liable for any damages, loss of revenue, time delays, or contract issues from the temporary system malfunctioning, failing, or 
not supplying water for any reason. (Issued 10/2016) 

*Wear & tear Items include the motor, valve seats, paint, mechanical seal etc.… It does not cover catastrophic destruction from 
running the pump dry, connecting the wrong voltage, transportation damage, mishandling, etc.… 

 

 

VC Systems’ Temporary Pump System & Buy Back Program 

This program is to assist representatives and their contractors with an affordable and fixed-cost method for supplying water to 
temporary bathrooms and hose bibs during construction without putting stress on the primary pump system(s) or until the primary 
system can get there.  

STEP 1: Quote representative the temporary system just like the main system. 

 Standard temporaries are rated for 30-50 GPM at the pressure desired by the contractor or job 
conditions. Alternate capacities can be quoted. 

 Standard temporaries are simplex LITE series controls with isolation valves, check valve, and necessary 
components for operation.  

STEP 2: Enter PO for the system at the quoted price and send a PO to VCS for the order. 

 Standard terms remain NET 30 after invoice/shipping to be paid in full. 

STEP 3: VC Systems will supply the temporary package per the quote. 

STEP 4: The contractor can choose to keep the temporary at the quoted price, or ship the temporary system to VC Systems 
for a buy back up to 50% of the quoted price.  

 “Buy Back” is only applicable if VCS has a PO for the main system(s).  
 Representative is responsible for shipment back to VCS. 
 System must arrive intact and in working order. Wear and tear repairs will be handled by VC Systems*. 

Repairs from negligent operation such as running the pump dry, connecting the wrong power supply, or 
running into it with a forklift be deducted from the 50% “Buy Back” amount.  The representative will not 
be responsible for any repair costs that exceed that exceed the “Buy Back” amount.  

 If repairs exceed the “Buy Back” amount, the representative has three options… 
o Salvage - Representative may sell the system back to VC Systems for $1. 
o Repair – VC Systems can quote cost to repair and ship the unit back to the representative. 
o Return – Representative can opt to pay to have the unit shipped back as is. 

 The temporary system can be used for as long as needed but must be shipped within two weeks of 
startup of the primary system to be eligible for buy back. 

NOTE 1: If you need multiple temporaries, the procedure is handled individually. 

NOTE 2: If conditions have changed half-way through the project, we will requote and revise the PO to the new system. If 
the new system is in stock, we credit 100% of the first temp system, just cover shipping back. If the new system is not in 
stock, or a custom build, we will treat both temps individually and offer 50% credit no the first system. 

NOTE 3: If contractor orders the wrong voltage, have the contractor ship it back to us. In some situations, a representative 
can change the voltage in the field with a new drive.  

NOTE 4: VC Systems highly recommends the representative to inspect the unit prior to shipping back to VC Systems to 
document the unit is operational. We also recommend representative to have someone onsite take pictures of the unit 
crated to avoid costs from shipping related damage. 


